A truth maintenance system (TMS) is a general problem solving facility designed to work in tandem with an inference engine. AI topic: reasoning Domain area: Expert systems, problem solving Impact: The estimated benefit is 40% more information deduced (in average) in a problem solver, while keeping reasonable time-consuming.
Introduction
In this paper, we briefly recall that Justification-based TMSs have not a sufficient expressive power for many applications (see [ 11) . We present Logic-based TMSs (LTMSs) and remark that efficiency and completeness cannot hold together since any SAT problem can be encoded in an LTMS. Then, the problem is to find a compromise between efficiency and completeness. The usual way is to encode arbitrary formulae into Conjunctive Normal Form ( C m and to run the efficient Boolean Constraint Propagation algorithm (BCP). De Kleer has shown in [2] that encoding formulae into CNF results in losing locality properties of the original 1043-0989/93 $03.00 63 1993 IEEE formulae and leads BCP to fail on some deductions. He proposed to solve local incompleteness by locally compiling formulae into their prime implicates.
We propose here another altemative, starting from the observation that the notions of incompleteness or local completeness are well known and have been widely treated in Constraint Networks (CNs). The idea is to encode an LTMS into a CN and to find CNs filtering techniques which compute the same deductions as the TMS's algorithm BCP, for the same cost. Then, we will look for another filtering technique which provides more deductions (i.e. less incomplete) for a sligth more mnning-time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2. presents the basic definitions on TMSs and underlines the drawbacks and advantages of each class saying why PkAllester's TMS is interesting. Section 3 introduces CNs definitions necessary to understand the next section. Section 4 begins with a representation of McAllester's TMS in a Dynamic CN, gives properties of this representation and shows that we can improve the deduction algorithm using a well known CNs filtering ticchnique. An experimental comparison of BCP and this new approach is given. Section 5 is a conclusion on the interest of this approach.
i!. Definitions and preliminaries on truth maintenance systems
A truth maintenance system (TMS) is a general problem solving facility designed to work in tandem with an inference engine. A TMS takes assertions from the problem solver (or inference engine). It produces dleductions from the set of assertions and maintains justifications of its deductions. It incrementally updates its beliefs when assumptions are added or removed. It does d:ependency directed backtracking (DDB) when a contradiction arises to track down the assumptions which underlie that contradiction.
A large part of the definitions given in sections 2.1. and 2.2. are taken from [31, [21 and [ 11. We have limited the discussion to monotonic TMSs. Iloyle's TMS with non-monotonic justifications is not considered here, involving problems out of the topic of this paper.
Logic-based TMS (LTMS)
Justification-based truth maintenance system (JTMS) is the simplest and most commonly used type of TMS. A JTMS deals only with Horn clauses. It is sufficient for some applications but the expressive power is very limited.
Many applications need to express more than just Horn clauses. Logic-based TMSs (LTMSs) overcome this limitation. Unlike the JTMS, the LTMS allows one to express negation explicitly and to use the four usual binary connectives (v, A, -+ and =). Therefore, it can represent any propositional formula. U for unknown). If for all 6 in S, A(o);tU then i l is complete; otherwise A is partial. A completion of a partial labeling is a complete labeling which relabels all the U symbols T or F. The label of the literal 6 is the label of the symbol 6 and the label of the literal 76 is F, T or U depending on whether the label of 6 is T, F or U. The label T or F for a literal is also called the truth value of the literal. For any labeling A, literal I, we define A [ l t v ] as the labeling which is identical to A except that it assigns the literal 1 the truth value v.
Since in an LTMS the set F can contain any propositional formula, determining the satisfiability of Fu A or discovering if a label for a symbol logically follows from T u A will be NP-complete tasks. So. The problem of this algorithm is that determining whether a constraint is violated or whether a constraint forces a symbol's label are NP-complete tasks (since constraints are arbitrary formulae). So, each of these step:s in BCP is exponential in the size of the constraint considered.
Clause-based TMS (CTMS)
BCP on arbitrary formulae is not very efficient since it is exponential in the size of the formulae. So, in practice, LTMSs are often restricted to clause-based TMSs (abbreviated CTMSs). The algorithm BCP is still available in CTMSs. But tasks that were expensive on arbitrary formulae become straightforward on clauses.
Given a labeling A, a constraint C E Fc is:
The main idea in a MTMS is the decomposition of any fiarmula given as an assumption (or assertion) to the MTMS, in a set of ternary formulae. Each positive wff included in the formula given to the MTh4S is associated
Unit open if one literal is labeled U and thc remainder F (i.e. C forces the label T for this literal).
Open if more than one literal is labeled U and the remainder F.
Therefore, BCP on clauses (which is similar to Unit resolution) is very efficient. Even finding the j u s t i f d m for a deduced literal is done by simply taking the other literals of the clause where the deduction has been made (all of them must be labeled F to deduce the label T for the last one). So, it is sufficient to record the clause as the justification of the deduction. If we denote I C I the number of literals in a clause and I Fcl the sum of the I CiI for all Cj E F then the complexity of BCP on
Remark. JTMSs are particular CTMSs. BCP detects all contradictions in JTMSs. to put CNF(r$3=('r$222)) in Fc and $3 in A. Now, if the assumption (-t(xvy)+z) is removed from Fa we simply retract from A A MTMS Seen from the outside is powerful enough to encode any propositional formula, but inside is built like a CTMS and so is very efficient. What are the drawbacks ?
McAllester's TMS (MTMS)
When a formula is encoded in CNF it is decomposed in several clauses. Now, BCP is inherently local, considering only one propositional formula at a time. So, BCP is complete when applied to one formula, but not when applied to several formulae because of its locality. For example, BCP applied to the formula ((p+q)h(pvq)) deduces q, but applied to the set of clauses ((Tvq) ; (pvq)) it does not deduce anything. So, BCP applied to the CNF of a formula is less powerful than applied to the original formula. The clauses of the CNF of a formula taken one after one forget local properties of the formula. The solution given by de Kleer in [2] was to decompose formulae not into CNF but into prime implicates. BCP applied to the set of the prime implicates of a set of formulae is complete. Since there can be an exponential number of prime implicates for a set of formulae, deKleer proposed to build prime implicates only for formulae taken individually. Running BCP on the prime implicates of the individual formulae is the same as running BCP on the original formulae and he can exploit the efficiency of BCP on clauses. But computing prime implicates of a formula can be exponential in the size of the formula. A solution of a CN is an assignment of values to all the variables such that all the constraints are satisfied.
Constraint networks basic definitions

Constraint networks
Dynamic constraint networks
A dynamic constraint network (DCN) tP is a sequence of static CNs P(o) ... ., tP(a), tP(,+,) ,..., each resulting from a change in the preceding one imposed by "the outside world". This change can be a restriction (a new constraint is imposed on a subset of variables) or a relaxation (a constraint which was present in the CN is removed).
Since the task of finding a solution in a CN is NPcomplete, local consistency algorithms were proposed by many authors ( [ 5 ] , [6], [7] ). These algorithms do not solve a CN completely but they eliminate once and for all local inconsistencies that cannot participate in any solutions.
The most widely used consistency algorithms are those achieving arc-consistency. Arc-consistency checks the consistency of values for each pair of variables linked by ii constraint and removes the values that cannot satisfy this local condition. 
Encoding a TMS in dynamic CN
We have seen in section 2 that in a TMS we have to choose between expressive power and efficiency. If we choose to keep both of them like McAllester, or Forbus and de Kleer, we lose completeness. The compromise made by de Kleer when computing prime implicates, is to lose a bit of efficiency to earn local completeness. This approach is very similar to consistency algorithms used in CNs.
So, we propose a representation of McAllester's TMS in dynamic CN (called c o u p l e d -M T M S in the following) to be able to use CNs resolution techniques. 
The transformation
4,.2. Properties of the CN representation
The proofs of all properties and theorems which follow are given in the full paper [lll.
We have defined a representation of a MTMS in terms of CNs (the coupled-MTMS) without any loss of eifficiency. All the tasks processed by a MTMS are still available in a coupled-WMS, and for the same cost.
Enhancing completeness
Having a representation of a MTMS in terms of CNs without loss of expressive power or e.fficiency, we can look for using CN techniques to achieve a local consistency stronger than arc-consisterlcy without losing too much efficiency. Pairwiseconsistency is a consistency property a "little stronger" than arc-consistency. Arccmsistency was complete for an individual constraint, pairwise-consistency is complete for a pair of constraints. Used in a coupled-MTMS it seems that pairwiseconsistency provides a good improvement in the number of deductions without involving a big loss of efficiency. Example. Let the two formulae f ] = ( 7 ( x v y ) + z ) and f ; t = ( + v y ) v z ) . BCP on the CNF of the two formulae in 4We obtain a so good complexity because there are no constraints larger than ternary. In this case, it is sufficient to create a variable for each couple of variables in a constraint, to add the correct values to these variables domains, to extend the existent constraints to these variables and to acheive arc-consistency; lhis provides the same result as pairewiseconsistency on the original CN. The logarithm comes f n m an existence test when we crcate new variables. Pairwise-consistency plus arc-consistency (see fig. 2 ) deduce the label T for z from the formulae f i and f 2 . We can remark that arc-consistency alone (like BCP) does not deduce z's value.
Experimental results
We have compared the number of deductions made by BCP in a MTMS and by pairewise-consistency in a coupled-MTMS on randomly generated sets of clauses. We have made these tests on 3 classes of problems, with ten instances in each class (we give only the average of the ten instances). The problems have a fixed number of variables and a fixed number of binary and ternary clauses. We compare the number of deductions made by each algorithm when the number of unary clauses added (assumption literals) increases. We have generated only satisfiable problems.
Seeing figures 3 The number of deductions made by pairewiseconsistency is almost always more than 40% better than BCP on the same problem. The difference between the two algorithms is the largest when there are more nonunary clauses and less assumption literals. This is what is wanted in a problem solver: adding less assumptions arid having more informations. On all the classes tested, BCP needs more than twice iB many assumption literals as pairewise-consistency to deduce the same number of values. It means, for example, that contradictions will be discovered twice later (in number of assumptions) than with pairewise-consistency.
On all these tests, time-consuming of pairewiseconsistency remains between 1.8 and 2.7 times as much as BCPs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the main classes of TMSs and focused on one, interesting when a large expressive power is needed without losing too much efficiency. We have shown its drawbacks and recalled one solution given by deKleer to reach stronger completeness with prime implicates. 
